How to make: Cover the bulletin board with construction paper. Title the bulletin board “Fix-It Shop.” Cut three garage-style car lifts from construction paper, and pin them to the board. Then cut out a truck, a car, and a bus. The truck should be missing four tires, the car two tires, and the bus six tires. Draw a door on each vehicle. Print the letters *th* on the truck door, the letters *wh* on the car door, and the letter *y* on the bus door. Pin each vehicle on a lift. Make fifteen paper tires. Print the Basic Words from Units 22 and 23 on twelve tires, and leave the other three blank. Pin the tires in a pile.

How to use: Have children take turns pinning the tires to the correct vehicles. Ask children which spelling word could go on two vehicles. (*why*) Print *why* on one of the blank tires. Pin it to the back of the car as a spare. Have children think of an additional word for the truck and the bus. Make a spare tire for each of these vehicles by writing the words on the remaining blank tires.